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Question: 1
What symbol represents an aggregate association?
A. A solid line with an arrow pointing to the aggregate (whole)
B. A dashed line with no arrow pointing to the aggregate
C. A solid line with no arrow pointing to the supplier
D. An open diamond next to the class denoting the aggregate (whole)
Answer: D
Question: 2
How many use case realization packages must be set up?
A. Zero
B. One package for each use case
C. No more than 10
D. As many as needed to represent the use cases selected for the iteration
Answer: D
Question: 3
What standardized, common vocabulary is used in visual modeling?
A. OMT
B. UML
C. Analysis
D. Booch
Answer: B
Question: 4
What type of line represents a link in Rose?
A. A dashed line with an arrow drawn between objects in both types of interaction diagrams
B. A solid line drawn between objects in a collaboration diagram
C. A dashed line drawn between objects in both types of interaction diagrams
D. A solid line with an arrow drawn between objects in a sequence diagram
Answer: B
Question: 5
What are the elements in a use case diagram? (Select all that apply.)
A. Actors
B. Classes
C. activity
D. Relationships
Answer: A, D
Question: 6
What type of line represents a message?
A. A vertical dashed line with an arrow, indicating the message direction
B. A vertical solid line with an arrow, indicating the message direction
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